1. Introduction. Given a set E of n elements we denote by S(l, m, n), (I < m < n) a system 1 of subsets of E, having m elements each, such that every subset of E having / elements is contained in exactly one set of the system S (I, m, n).
It is clear ( 
(")/(?)
is the number of elements of S(l, m, n) and
( n -h\ 11 m -h\ I-hi I \l-hj is the number of those elements of S (I, m, n) which contain h fixed elements of E.
It is known that condition (1) is not sufficient for S(l, m, n) to exist. It has been proved that no finite projective geometry exists with 7 points on every line. 2 This implies non-existence of 5 (2, 7, 43 ). There arises a problem of finding a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of S (I, m, n) } or more precisely, of finding-for given values of / and m-all values of n for which S (I, rn, n) exists.
Already in 1852 Steiner (6) (see also (4) ) raised the following problem: (a) For what integer A 7 is it possible to form triples, out of N given elements, in such a way that every pair of elements appears in exactly one triple?
(b) Assuming (a) solved we require the further possibility of forming quadruples so that any three elements, not already forming a triple, should appear in exactly one quadruple and that no quadruple should contain a triple. Does this impose new conditions on the number N? (c) Assuming (a) and (b) solved, can we moreover form quintuples so that any four elements, neither forming a quadruple nor containing a triple, should appear in exactly one quintuple and that no quintuple should contain a quadruple or a triple? Does this impose further restrictions on the number A 7 ? Steiner carries on stating analogous problems for sixtuples, septuples, etc. The problem of Steiner is essentially equivalent to that of S(m -\,m, n) systems. The special case of 5(2, 3, n) constitutes Steiner's famous triple problem (a), and 5(3, 4, n) are equivalent to Steiner's quadruple problem (b) with n = N + 1. It can easily be seen that by adding an additional element to the system described in (b) and by joining it to every existing triple, a 5(3, 4, A 7 + 1) system evolves. The present form of the problem is due to Moore (3). So far the problem has been solved completely only for I = 2, m -3, that is, for triple systems: from (1) it follows that a necessary condition for the existence of 5(2, 3, n) is (2) n = 1 or 3 (mod 6);
on the other hand, Reiss (5) and later independently Moore (2) proved that this condition is also sufficient. Other results are limited to special values of /, m, n. A list of systems S (I ,rn, n) which are known to exist can be found in (7) . In the case of / = 3, m = 4, that is, of quadruple systems, it follows from (1) that a necessary condition for the existence of 5(3,4, n) is n = 2 or 4 (mod 6). The object of the present paper is to prove that this condition is also sufficient.
2. Definitions and notation. 1 (mod 2) we put: 3 Other systems of pairs may be found in (5) and (4), but in the sequel we shall need the systems P a {m) as defined here. It can be easily verified that the pairs in every system are mutually disjoint and that no pair appears twice. As the number of pairs in the systems is m (2m -1) it follows that every pair appears in some system.
The systems P%(m).
In the sequel we shall also need another decomposition of pairs formed from 2m elements, namely into 2m systems P^(m), (£ = 0, 1, ... , 2m -1) such that each of the m systems P v {m), (rj = 0, 1, . . . , m -1) should contain m -1 mutually disjoint pairs not containing the elements 277 and 277 + 1, and each of the other m systems should contain m mutually disjoint pairs.
We shall form the systems P$(m) using the systems P a (m) defined in the preceding section.
If m = 0 (mod 2) it can easily be seen that
Clearly, these pairs are mutually disjoint. We remove them from their respective systems and form from them a new system. Performing the following permutation of the elements
we obtain by a suitable reordering of the systems the new systems P$(m).
In the case m = 1 (mod 2) we have
These pairs are again mutually disjoint. By the permutation
of the elements and using the same procedure as in the case m = 0 (mod 2) we obtain the systems P^(m).
The quadruples.
Let there be given a set F of/ elements 0, 1, . . . ,/ -1. If a system 5(3, 4,/) exists we say that it is possible to form a quadruple system from F and we write F Ç Q and also / G Q.
If F Ç Q, we shall in the sequel denote by {x, y, z, t) C F any quadruple in F, that is, an element of 5(3,4,/). The number of quadruples will be denoted by q(f):
If / + 1 G Q, then F W {^4} G Q where A is some additional element. The quadruples which contain A will be denoted by {A, u,v, w) and their number by/»(/):
The other quadruples will be denoted by {x, y, z, t) and their number by
The elements.
Elements of the sets used in this paper will often be denoted by a pair of numbers (i,j),(i = 0,l,...,g -l;j = 0, 1, . . . ,/ -1) i will then be called the first index and j the second index of the element.
For the sake of uniformity we shall denote sometimes elements by (A, h), (h = 0, 1, . . . , e -1) instead of the more commonly used notation A h .
In the above notation we shall also include elements (a,b), (A, c) with a, Z>, and c not necessarily restricted to a < g, b < /, and c < e. In these cases the indices are to be taken modulo g, /, and e respectively. 2.5. Checking of systems. In order to show that some given family of quadruples formed from the elements of a set N (having n elements) are a system it must be proved that:
(i) Every subset of N having 3 elements is contained in some quadruple. (ii) The intersection of every two quadruples has 2 elements at most. Evidently (i) will imply (ii) if it can be verified that the total number of the quadruples is q(n) and we shall use this method of checking the systems in the sequel.
THEOREM. A system 5(3, 4, n) exists if and only if n = 2 or 4 (mod 6).
Proof. The necessity has been proved in § 1. The proof of sufficiency will be given by induction. Evidently 4 Ç Q. We shall show that if n = 2 or 4 (mod 6) and if for every g < n satisfying g = 2 or 4 (mod 6), g Ç Q holds, then also n G Q. The proof will be given separately for each of the following cases which evidently exhaust all the possibilities: It is thus proved that n £ Q. e iz and (dba) if \j 2 -ji\ = l(mod 2) and |j 2 
Thus n £ Q. 
Form the following quadruples in N:
their number being: Checking that every subset of N containing 3 elements is contained in some quadruple is made in the same way as in the preceding section with the only difference that: the case (a) is omitted and (daa) reads: if ji + j 2 + j z == / -1, or 0(mod/) a.s.o. Consequently n Ç Q. It will now be checked that every triple T in N is contained in some quadruple. This proves that n £ Q.
3.6. w = 14 or 38(mod 72). Here » = 12/ + 2, / == 1 or 3 (mod 6) and / + 1 e Q. We shall prove that n G (?• We begin proving that 14 Ç Q. We take as elements the 14 symbols: It can be easily checked that every three elements are included in some quadruple and consequently these quadruples form a 5 (3, 4, 14) .
We Checking that every triple T' in N' is contained in some quadruple is carried out as follows: 
